
 

Hanging Aeroponic Tower Garden System

A hanging aeroponic tower garden system is a vertical hydroponic setup that allows plants to grow in a tower-like structure
suspended from above. This system utilizes aeroponics, a method of growing plants in an air or mist environment without the
use of soil.

The tower structure consists of multiple levels or tiers of planting pockets or containers, which are usually stacked vertically.
The containers are suspended from a central support or hung from overhead, creating a tower-like appearance.

There are 4×15 system and 6×15 system for your choice,4 or 6 plants each layer,total 15 layers,more layers can be added as
customers requests.
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Advantages

1) Grow Faster--3 times faster and 30% greater yields

Aeroponic growing system grows plants with only water and nutrients rather than dirt. Research has found aeroponic systems
grow plants three times faster and produce 30% greater yields on average. That means you’ll be enjoying abundant, nutritious
harvests just weeks after planting.

2) Grow Healthier--better protect from pests and diseases naturally without pesticides

Pests, disease, weeds—traditional gardening can be complicated and time-consuming. But because aeroponic growing system
automatically delivers water and nutrients when they’re most needed, you’re able to grow strong, healthy plants with minimal
effort. And healthy plants can better protect themselves from pests and diseases naturally, without pesticides. Plus, you don’t
have to deal with weeds (or getting dirty) because there’s no soil.

3) Save more space--10% of the land and water than traditional

Want a garden but don’t have the space? Dealing with drought? Because of its vertical, compact design and closed-loop
system technology. Aeroponic growing system requires as little as 10% of the land and water traditional growing methods use.
So it’s perfect for sunny small spaces, such as balconies, patios, rooftops—even your kitchen provided you use grow lights.
And it’s better for the environment, too.
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Product link：https://www.naturehydro.com/hanging-aeroponic-tower-garden-system.html
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